
... And much more 
Built-in KPI tracking, 
robust Single-Sign-
On, and secure API 

integrations are just 
a few of the great 
included featuresCase Management 

Immediately identify 
and escalate 

interventions or 
assessments with 
tailored, best-fit 

processes

Health Surveillance 
Track, manage 
and log regular 

health assessments 
across patients in 

all your clients with 
personalised plansOn-Boarding 

Whether workplace 
pre-placement or 

residential assessment 
MediWork manages 

and guides every step 
of the process

Simplify every part of your Occupational Health workflow:

Move to MediWork and start using the most flexible 
and powerful Occupational Health software today.

Only MediWork allows you to build your own service with 
our library of “Health Modules” - giving you the ultimate 
power over the service you provide your clients.

Choose the right features from customer to customer, 
and tailor every step of the journey with custom 
workflows, questionnaires, and much more.

Tailored for you and your clients

MediWork 
Occupational Health 

Management Platform



MediWork is part of SwiftCare from Kinseed; get in touch today to find out how 
we help leading healthcare companies around the world do more with their data

Collaboration and co-working 
across the full OH process allows 
doctors and clients 
to share and work 
together faster 
and easier while 
staying fully 
secure and highly 
legally compliant.

Configure the tool to 
fit your organisation 
to remove the usual 
cost of heavy systems 
development or extensive 
staff training.

Directly connect with patients 
in a secure and managed way - 
allowing you to reduce 
risk and speed up end 
to end processes. 
Stay in line with KPIs 
with in-built time 
tracking, while spending 
less time repeating common tasks.

Guided workflows and 
customisable questionnaires 
eliminate administrative burden 
during on-boarding or surveillance: 
letting you focus on revenue-add 
and care-centric jobs.

Realise real-world benefits with MediWork

Universal Health Modules 
Select from an extensive list of health service offerings - from Eye Health to Respiratory Care, 
from Skin Health to HAVS and more: tailoring the MediVue tool to exactly the service your firm 
provides. Use those same modules to provide precise services to your clients and patients: using 
only what’s relevant and useful.

       Process Guides 
       MediWork is designed to guide and assist users 
       through every Occupational Health activity: from 
       on-boarding to daily health management. Always 
       know the next step with built in guides and smart 
       risk & decision scoring.

       Communications and Reporting 
       Keep your clients and patients in-the-loop with 
       built in reports and messaging. Generating work 
       fitness certifications and referral letters has never 
       been easier or more secure than with MediWork.

Key features of MediWork at a glance


